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MINIMAL SURFACES IN Sm WITH GAUSS

CURVATURE <0

BANG-YEN CHEN1

Abstract.   Closed minimal surfaces in a unit m-sphere Sm

with Gauss curvature K ^ 0 are considered.

1. Introduction. Recently, S.S. Chern, M. do Carmo, and S. Kobayashi

[2] studied the w-dimensional submanifolds of a unit w-sphere Sm with

scalar curvature _ n(n — 1) — n(m — ri)\{2m — 2n — 1). In particular,

they proved that the only closed minimal surfaces of Sm with Gauss

curvature K _ (2m — 6)/(2m — 5) are the following surfaces:

(i) equatorial sphere of S3,

(ii) Clifford torus in S3, and

(iii) Veronese surface in S*.

The main purpose of this paper is to study the closed minimal surfaces

of Sm with Gauss curvature K _ 0.

2. Preliminaries.2 Let M be a surface in a unit w-sphere Sm. We

choose a local field of orthonormal frames eu ■ ■ ■ , em in Sm such that,

restricted to M, the vectors ex, e2 are tangent to M (and, consequently,

e3, ■ ■ ■ , em are normal to M). With respect to the frame field of Sm

chosen above, let cu,, • • • , com be the field of dual frames. Then the

structure equations of 5™ are given by

(1) d~wa = j <»b a wba, 0jab + mba = 0.

(2) dcoAB = 2 «>ac a wcb - coAAcoB,     A, B, C = 1, • • • , m.

We restrict these forms to M. Then

(3) mr = 0,      r, s, t = 3, • • • , m.

Since 0 = dojT = co, A colr + cua A co2r, by Cartan's lemma we may write

(4) totr =        + hri2co2,   hri} = /i^,      i,j = 1, 2.
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From these we obtain

(5) dojf = 2 <»j A ft),-

(6) dco12 = —|l 4- 2det(ÄJi)ja>i A co2,

(7) dcoir = 2 <*>« A mif + 2 <»*, A a>„.

Put

(8) # = (^) iwi + ä;sk.

Then H is a well-defined normal vector field over A/, and is called the

mean curvature vector of M in Sm. If H = 0 identically on A/, then M

is called a minimal surface of Sm. The Gauss curvature K of M is given by

m

(9) K = 1 + 2 (let (*?,).
r=3

Let e = 2r=3cos örfr be a unit normal vector at p; then the Lipschitz-

Killing curvature G(p, e) with respect to e is given by

(10) G(p, e) = (2 cos 0,^ ^2 cos dshs^ ~ (l cos 6th{^-

Let V be the covariant differentiation on Sm, and rj be a normal vector

field over M in 5"m. If the covariant differentiation Vrj has no normal com-

ponent, then rj is said to be parallel in the normal bundle. A unit normal

vector field e over M is called a minimal direction if the Lipschitz-Killing

curvature with respect to e is minimal at every point p e M, i.e. G(/), e) =

min {G(p, e):e unit normal vector atp}, for all p e M.

Theorem 1. Fe? M be a closed minimal surface of a unit m-sphere Sm

with Gauss curvature K ^ 0. If there exists a unit normal vector field e

over M such that e is parallel in the normal bundle and the Lipschitz-

Killing curvature with respect to e, G(p, e), is nowhere zero, then M is a

Clifford torus in a unit 3-sphere S3 cz sm.

Theorem 2. Let M be a closed minimal surface of a unit m-sphere

with Gauss curvature K _ 0. If there exists a minimal direction which is

parallel in the normal bundle, then M is a Clifford torus in a unit 3-sphere
S3 c Sm.

From Theorem 2 and the result of Chern-doCarmo-Kobayashi, we

obtain
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Corollary ([1], [4]). Let M be a closed minimal surface of S3. If

the Gauss curvature of M does not change its sign, then M is either an

equatorial sphere or a Clifford torus.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that M is a closed minimal surface

of a unit w-sphere Sm with Gauss curvature K _ 0. If there exists a unit

normal vector field e over M such that e is parallel in the normal bundle

and the Lipschitz-Killing curvature with respect to e is nowhere zero.

We consider only the orthonormal frames (p, eu e2, e3, • ■ • , e^ in B

such that em = e and eu e2 are in the principal directions of em. Since

M is minimal in Sm, the principal curvatures ku k2 in the direction of

em are given in the forms:

(11) kx = h,   and  k2 = —h.

Since the Lipschitz-Killing curvature G(p, em) = —h2 5^ 0 is defined

globally on M, we see that h is defined globally on M. Without loss of

generality, we may assume that h > 0 on M. Then we have

(12) colm - hcox   and   co2m = —ha>2.

By taking exterior derivatives of (12) and applying (5) and (7), we obtain

2h da>x + dh A fx»! = 2 m\r A o)Tm,

2h dco2 + dh a o>2 = — 2 ft)2r a <orm-

Since em = e is parallel in the normal bundle, we have corm = 0. Thus

(13) reduces to

(14) 2h dcox + dh a co1 = 0,      2A dto2 + dh a a>2 = 0.

From (14) we can consider local coordinates (u, v) in an open neighbor-

hood U of a point p e M such that

(15) A2 = Edu2 + G dv2,      tox = F1/2 du,   co2 = G1/2 dv,

where ds2 is the first fundamental form and E and G are local positive

functions on U. From (15), equation (14) becomes

(16) d(hE) Adu = 0,     d(hG) A dv = 0,

which shows that (hE) is a function of w, and (hG) is a function of v.

By making the following coordinates transformation:

(17) u' =j(hEf'2du,      v'=j(hG)V2dv,

we see, from (15), that there exists a neighborhood V of each point p in M

such that there exist isothermal coordinates (u, v) in V such that

<fc2 = f{du2 + <fo2}, = p'2 du,   co2 = f1'2 dv,

hf= 1,
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where / = /(«, v) is a positive function denned on V. It is well known

that the Gauss curvature K is given by

(19) K= -(l/2/)Alog(/),

with respect to the isothermal coordinates (u, v). Hence, the condition

K = 0 with A/ = 1 implies A log (A) = —A log (/) = 0. From Hopfs
lemma, we see that log (A) is a constant on M. Hence, the Gauss curvature

K satisfies K = ( — 1/2/)A log (/) = (A/2)A log (A) = 0, identically on M.
This implies that M is a closed flat minimal surface in Sm. By a result of

Lawson [3], we see that M is, in fact, the Clifford torus in a unit 3-sphere

S3 <= Sm. This completes the proof of the theorem.

4. Proof of Theorem 2. Since M is a minimal surface of Sm, we see

that the Lipschitz-Killing curvature G(p, e) _ 0 for all (p, e) in the unit

normal bundle. Therefore, if e is a minimal direction of M in Sm, then

from (9) we obtain

(20) G(p,e) <: -ll(m - 2) <0   on M.

Thus, by Theorem 1 and (20), we obtain Theorem 2.

Remark. Under the assumption of Theorem 1 or 2, if we replace

K ^ 0 by K _ 0, then we can easily prove that M is either an equatorial

sphere or a Clifford torus in S3 c Sm, by showing the vanishing of the

normal curvature of M in Sm.
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